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NSPA Best Use of Social Media: Promotion



OUR SOCIAL MEDIA
Instagram

@elestoque

Twitter

@elestoque

Facebook

@elestoqueonline

Snapchat

@elestoque

EE

https://www.instagram.com/elestoque/
https://twitter.com/elestoque?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/elestoqueonline/


INSTAGRAM
Print Magazine:
Every cycle, we post a teaser to 
our print magazine posted on 
Issuu on our Instagram to 
increase content coverage and 
social media engagement. This 
increases engagement on Issuu.

Analytics:
Accounts reached: 1,316
Content interactions: 176
Profile visits: 44



INSTAGRAM: POST PROMOTION
For important school events, 
after covering the event using 
Instagram posts, we would 
repost these posts to our 
Instagram stories the following 
day to increase engagement.

Analytics:
Accounts reached: 951
Accounts engaged: 276
Shares: 16This important basketball game was first posted 

about late at night on February 23: reposting it to 
Instagram stories the next morning was essential in 
increasing viewership and brought the like count on 
this post from 150 to 264 likes.



INSTAGRAM: POST 
PROMOTION

Analytics:
Accounts reached: 1,198
Accounts engaged: 418
Shares: 73



INSTAGRAM: POST PROMOTION

Analytics:
Accounts reached: 1,335
Accounts engaged: 312
Shares: 58



INSTAGRAM: STORY PROMOTION
In order to increase viewership on 
their stories published on our 
website, elestoque.org, staff 
members created enticing Instagram 
stories, with visually appealing 
graphics, that redirected to our 
website. We found that the school 
community interacts with our 
Instagram more frequently than our 
website, as it is more easily 
accessible to them. These Instagram 
stories served to increase viewership 
on those articles on our website. 
These three articles doubled in views 
after they were promoted on our 
Instagram story. 



INSTAGRAM: REELS
Package Promotion:

On our website, we published 
packages, groups of related stories 
that went in depth into certain 
topics. To promote these 
packages, section editors would 
link these packages in our 
account’s Instagram bio and then 
create animated reels to be posted 
on Instagram. These reels 
encourage viewers to view the 
packages using the links.



FACEBOOK
Story Promotion:
We encouraged staff members 
to post on every social media 
platform, and posts on 
Facebook were primarily story 
promos. These promos helped 
show our stories to a larger 
audience. On Facebook, you 
can easily see how many 
people a post reached.



TWITTER
Twitter Promotion:
We also use Twitter primarily 
to post story promos. On 
Twitter, our audience is 
different than other platforms: 
it is mainly used by alumni 
and other publications. 
Promoting on Twitter allows 
us to show our content to this 
audience.


